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Pale Sea Mist



For all you designers out there. How many times have you had an idea in your 
head and as you started working on it, it evolved into something else.  
 
Well, that happened to me with this board. 

The inspiration was this room from at least 10-15 years ago by Steven Gambrel  
 



Only we ended up with this. Admittedly, it’s pretty out there. But what happened is 
that I didn’t just want to leave the floor white and the seagrass rug was looking a 
little not right, so I went in search of something else. And I thought, what they hay, 
I’ll try this saturated saffron Chinese Deco rug and I think I rather like it.  
 
The upshot is a Hollywood Regency kind of space but not the usual colors.  
 
Here’s the palette.  



It’s basically an analogous palette of greens and golds. I threw in a bit of blue 
because it’s in the rug. BTW, I don’t look to see if I’ve ever created this exact 
grouping of colors. If I have, it’s purely coincidental.  
 
 
Here’s a list of sources: The links will take you there if interested.  
 
Console Table - Chairish

Dining Table - Chairish  - oh my - somebody bought it! 

Green Chairs - Ballard Designs  - except I had them painted. :]  
 
Chandelier  - Chairish

Sconces  - Chairish  
 
Lamps -  Chelsea House (to the trade. I don’t have a retail source for them.)

Plates - Chairish

Rug - Chairish - Couldn’t find this one, for some reason but here are pages of these 
types of rugs.  

Please have a wonderful long 4th of July weekend!

xo,

Laurel

http://rstyle.me/n/cpy6aybufmp
http://www.ballarddesigns.com/set-of-2-dayna-side-chairs/furniture/dining-kitchen/dining-chairs/292536
http://rstyle.me/n/cpy6cbbufmp
http://rstyle.me/n/cpy6cybufmp
http://rstyle.me/n/cpy6dkbufmp
http://rstyle.me/n/cpy6evbufmp

